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Well, it’s that time of year again where we enter the “ber” months. This is a time that 
might present many opportunities to reach out and lend a helping hand. Look into your 
local community board or local paper and see if there are any “fall” type 
activities coming up like a Pumpkin Festival, Apple Fest, Fire prevention Week, 
Community Trunk or Treat or even a Haunted House for the community. Ask the 
sponsoring group what you and your members can do to help at these events. 
Remember you are under their direction and will report back as such. Another 
possibility is to look forward even farther towards Thanksgiving or Christmas. Some 
bigger events will take more planning and definitely more hands to serve and give back 
to the community so planning may start now and now would be a good time to get in 
on the “get go”. Many hands make the workload lighter for everyone all around. 
Whatever you do please do not forget the steps:  

1. Bring the idea/event to your Auxiliary floor. 
2. Make and pass a motion for the hours and people volunteering to be reportable 

under Auxiliary Outreach.  
3. Work the event with some Auxiliary identifiable hat, shirt, or pin. 
4. Report everything to me. 

 
We have all heard it over the years that some people think that our VFW’s are just a 
“social” club. If we want that perception to change then we have to put forth the effort 
to be more visual and more helpful and show that we are more and are here to serve 
our communities as well as our veterans. Our mission is to be present out in the 
community, to help, and to foster good relations with other civic minded groups. So, we 
must sometimes go outside our comfort zones but I guarantee that the rewards will be 
greater than the efforts. By this point in our year everyone should have had the 
opportunity to either attend a training of some sort either the mini after convention, 
your own District meeting, or perhaps Fall conference. If you have then please report 
that if nothing else as well as reading the bulletins each month.   
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